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16-19 Funding Statement
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2010-11 2011-12 2012-13

FY for £ and AY for learners (excl. 16-24 LLDD)

YPLA Budget & Forecast Learner Numbers published yesterday

Overall three years:
Appren £ + 6.8% & learners + 11.6%

S6Fs £ - 1.6% & learners + 5.4%

FE £ + 1.3% & learners - 0.8%

£7.214bn+0.6%

+6.9%

-2.4%

+1.2%

£833m

£2372m

£4009m

1570+2.3%

+8.1%

+3.6%

0.2%

240

465

865

1534+0.4%

+3.3%

+1.8%

-1%

222

449

863

1528

Appren

S6Fs

FE

215

441

872

£7.171bn+0.3%

-0.1%

+0.8%

+0.1%

£779m

£2430m

£3962m

£7.147bn

Appren

S6Fs

FE

£780m

£2410m

£3957m

Also worth noting
‘Minimal change in 2012/13’

Transitional protection extended

Success factors protected

Forecasted impact of RPA

Final allocation made end of March

16-19 Funding Reform
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“Proposals in the consultation include moving away from 

the current complex system of funding on the basis of 

‘payment per qualification’ to introduce a much simpler 

system of funding at the level of the learner [from 2013/14].

“Such a change is essential if we are to make a reality of 

the proposals in Professor Alison Wolf’s groundbreaking 

report on vocational education.”

Deadline for responses is the 4th January 2012

But… For some does this simply switch from putting more quals in, to 

maximise funding, to taking qualifications out, to maximise efficiencies?

Will complexity increase for providers doing 16-18 and 19+ if the

formula becomes more like the new pre-16 formula?

With lagged-learner numbers do we already have funding per learner?
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19+ Investment Strategy
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Overall three years:
Non-appren £ -19%

Appren min expectation £ + 13%

All Adult Skills Budget £ – 12%

Adult Skills Budget 

Also worth noting
‘Focus at least £100m on SMEs’

£129m for non-appren loans 2013

Impact of it being Single Budget

MCL unchanged for 2012 at £500k

Changes to entitlement in 2012

£2.2bn

£644m

£2.8bn

2011-12

£2bn

-9%

£698m

+ £5%

£2.7bn-5%

2012-13

£1.8bn

-11%

£726m

+7%
incl. £42m 

loans

£2.5bn-7%

2013-14

of which min appren expectation

Illustrative learner number forecasts

2010/11 2011/12

2012/13
2014/15

3.129m
2.927m

3.280m

2.818m

But with a Single Adult Budget it’s could go in any direction!

19+ Funding Reform for 2013/14
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But… This rates table cannot cope with prior learning or credit accumulation

All will be funded without historical averages and

many other things remain (9 PWFs proposed!)

What about all these other funding methods also being talked about 

(eg OIPs, Distance Travelled and Employer Ownership)?

But don’t believe 

the hype about 

only 30 rates!

Introduction of L3+ loans to learners and employees
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UKCES Funding Proposals
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The UK Commission for Employment and Skills published their 

‘Employer Ownership of Skills’ document yesterday

The UKCES will receive £73.3m this year from Government & 

their grant letter says (in bold) their “focus will be to secure a 

much greater commitment from employers to invest in skills”.

The UKCES Chairman (from John Lewis) says “employers are put

off by a system that appears bewilderingly complex and

excessively centralised”

The UKCES solution is that “public expenditure should shift from provider 

grants to incentives and investments which flow through the employer into a 

single market for skills development”

But… When UKCES talk of contribution does this involve employer fees?

What about accountability for public money and a slim-line

Skills Funding Agency coping with the tendering and audit?

Do SMEs really want this burden? Why do large

employers need so much public funding?

My top five observations

66
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16-18 is a numbers game in an increasingly 

competative market. No-one is to be left behind.

19+ classroom provision will increasingly be

for pre-employment, but without serious OIPs 

will we see the rise of the short CV writing course?

Workplace provision will increasingly be

about the 16-24 year-old apprentice, and how to deliver 

quality if unwilling/unable to charge fees.

Unknowns incl.: potential for FT 14-15s in FE, impact of FE loans, 

future of HE in FE and funding formula reform winners and losers

P.S. UKCES not even tried to make the case that real 

investment (fees) should be secured (especially from 

very large employers like Morrisons and Tescos)
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